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Introduction by Fred



Hon. John M. Marshall
Presiding

• Senior Judge of the 14th Judicial District Court, Dallas County, TX 
• MC2, PLLC - real trials, real judges, real appeal. 

3418 Daniel Avenue, University Park, TX  75205 
214-361-1107  Mc2judge@aol.com

• Honorary Professor of the University, UMCS, Lublin, Poland
• Co-author, West's Texas Rules of Civil Procedure Annotated
• Alumnus of SMU Law School
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Presentation Notes
by Fred
The Hon. John M. Marshall will be presiding today.  Our court system has some impressive looking buildings.  Our Legislatures pass some fancy looking laws.  Our Executives may strut before us to the tune of “Hail to the Chief.”  But it is the Judge who is the law.  

At our first session in 1998, when Dan’s partner Bob Meyers swore expert Jim O’Brien in at the start of the trial, he jokingly said “this doesn’t really count because were not in a real courthouse.”  Judge Marshall interrupted, and reminded Bob and all of us, “The Court is where I sit.”  

I hope all goes well at today’s mock trial, but I have brought my toothbrush along, just in case! 

Judge Marshall also had to make an extra effort to be here and will be flying home tomorrow to conduct a jury trial on Friday unless he’s been able to scare the attorneys into settling.



• Founder O’Brien-Kreitzberg Associates
• Currently “trying to retire” – private practice

2 Linden  Avenue  Riverton, NJ 08077
856-829-9480                  jimobriendd527@aol.com

• Scheduler -- CPM since 1962 -- 43 years
• Construction Engineering since 1955 -- 50 years
• Professional Engineer -- 6 states
• Author:  CPM in Construction Management

--and 12 other books
• PMI, CMAA, AACEi, SAVE and ASCE

James J. O’Brien., P.E.
Expert for the Court

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By John
Some bio data on Jim - 
then John will explain Jim will acting as expert for the Court

John will discuss advisability of Court having own consultant -
As experienced jurist of several construction cases
background of college roommate was student of engineering
background of on-site historian for NASA
still find the jargon of experts often confusing at best
difficult to weigh knowledge and credibility versus jargon spouting charlatan 

for example - consider if two sides’ experts were Jim and Fred, or Chris and Tim (who will shortly be introduced), and had diametrically opposed theories and testimony?

JIM may weigh in here with experience in Florida where both sides brought in Jim and Fred because opposing experts agreed on nothing, then FL DOT brought in Chris Neilson ‘s firm and two firms independent reviews were within five days apart agreeing on causes of delay. Handshake agreement between consortium and FL DOT for $38m.




• Jones Day
555 South Flower Street, 50th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA  90071
(213) 243-2582        DDMcMillan@jonesday.com

• Co-chair, Domestic and International Construction Law Practice

• Author, “Federal And State False Claims Acts And Public 
Construction Projects”

• Author, “An Owner’s Guide to Avoiding the Pitfalls of Disputes 
Review Boards”

Daniel D. McMillan, Esq.
Attorney for the Contractor Change Order Charley
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Presentation Notes
by John
Dan will be acting as the attorney for the contractor today
<<need additional bio data>>



• Jones Day
555 South Flower Street, 50th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA  90071
(949) 553-7533        jkirzner@jonesday.com

• Member of Jones Day’s Domestic and International Construction Law Practice

• Has represented Owners in major construction cases including:
• Orange County Transportation Authority  • County of Los Angeles
• Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
• County of San Bernardino  • San Bernardino County Flood Control District

Jeffrey B. Kirzner, Esq.
Attorney for the Owner Redtape County

Presenter
Presentation Notes
by John
Jeff will be acting as the attorney for the owner today
<<need additional bio data>>



Gray Childs 
Project Manager for Contractor “Change Order Charley”

• Gray Childs has spent the last 20 years believing and proving that the 
way to control and predict the future of projects is through scheduling by 
leveraging technology.

• Starting as a PM/Scheduler,  Gray has traveled the globe “Paying 
Forward” the lessons learned from an exceptional field superintendent.  

• Gray’s field construction experience, combined with extensive 
technology experience working for software companies like 
ConstructWare/Autodesk and Primavera/Oracle and has developed a 
broad and deep technical skill set specific to the industry.

• Gray now works for LoadSpring Solutions, the industry leading Project 
Management/Controls Cloud Services company, evangelizing and 
implementing the technology, processes and people that began with the 
lessons learned 20 years ago now delivered in the modern world of 
projects and technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Fred
Chris Carson will be the FACT witness for the contractor today
true experience, earlier in career, as a contractor project manager / superintendent playing today
today a respected consultant working for Navigent



Mr. Calvey is a registered Professional Engineer (PE) with the State of Ohio, a Certified Planning & 
Scheduling Professional (PSP) with AACE International and a Certified Professional Estimator (CPE) with 
the American Society of Professional Estimators. He received his BS in Engineering and MBA from Case 
Western Reserve University. He is past-president of the Cleveland Chapter of the American Society of 
Professional Estimators and a member of the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering 
Planning and Scheduling Committee. He is also a subcommittee member of the Project Management 
Institute – College of Scheduling and a construction arbitrator with the American Arbitration Association.

Prior to co-founding Calvey Consulting, LLC, Mr. Calvey was the Senior Vice President for R. V. Buric 
Construction Management Consultants, was Manager of Construction Services for Middough & Associates, 
Inc., was Project Director/Senior Consultant for Hill International, and started his career with Davy McKee 
Corporation where his last position was Project Cost and Schedule Manager.

Timothy T. Calvey has thirty years of experience managing and studying 
construction projects and providing construction consulting services on numerous 
projects ranging from the Cleveland Browns Stadium to highway expansions to 
residential housing. In addition to providing CPM schedule analysis, cost impact 
analysis and construction defect analysis, he has assisted in negotiating 
settlements on numerous construction disputes and is an experienced expert 
witness at trials, arbitrations and mediations. 

Timothy T. Calvey, PE 
Resident Engineer of the Owner

Presenter
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By Fred
Tim will be the FACT witness for the owner today in role of Resident Engineer




Fredric L. Plotnick, Ph.D., Esq., P.E.
Moderator & Expert for Contractor

• Engineering & Property Management Consultants, Inc. 
261 Old York Road - Pavilion 732 - Jenkintown PA  19046 
215-885-3733         fplotnick@fplotnick.com

• CPM Scheduling since 1975
• Professional Engineer  and  Attorney -- PA, NJ, FL
• Professor of Engineering -- Drexel U. – Philadelphia, PA
• Co-Author:  CPM in Construction Management 
• Founder and Host: Construction CPM Conference
• ENR.com Blog The Next Generation
• Past President NSPE/PSPE-Philadelphia Chapter
• Member ASCE, AACE, PMI, ABA Forum on Construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Ricky
Fred Plotnick is one of our regular speakers at our annual User Conferences on the interface between engineering, construction, software applications and the law.  Fred has worked with Primavera almost from our beginnings assisting with technical and practical use issues.  Mr. Plotnick is one of the pre-eminent theorists in CPM analysis and is the added author to Jim O’Brien’s classis CPM in Construction Management.  
Fred is here at our User Conference with his wife, Kim, and two children, Harri and Julian – you may have seen him running ragged after them over the past few days or at last night’s extravaganza.  
As well as overall coordination and moderator, Fred will be the expert witness for today’s presentation and therefore has the honor of deliberately making mistakes for the two attorneys to capitalize upon.  He reminds you that next month’s courtroom may feature you and hopes that you do not make the same mistakes.
And now I will turn the presentation over to the Hon. John Marshall
-- ALL RISE --

http://www.fplotnick.com/fred2.htm


A NEW ACTIVITY CODE FOR SCHEDULERS:  
PARTICIPATION AT MEDIATION AND TESTIFYING IN 

LITIGATION AS AN EXPERT WITNESS
• You just got the phone call you have been dreading.  The Project 

Manager needs you to testify in support of the contractor's claim on a 
tunneling project where delays in readying the tunnel boring machine 
have caused a lengthy delay in the start of tunneling and an even 
lengthier delay in project completion.  The competing claims of the 
contractor and owner put the scheduler right in the middle. 

• This is a panel presentation demonstrating how to be an effective 
scheduling expert in different litigation settings including mediation, 
arbitration and trial.  Being comfortable in litigation situations is 
increasingly important whether serving as a project scheduler or a 
retained outside consultant.  A wide range of skills is needed for 
different litigation roles, which can range from being the focal point in 
a presentation, to being the only person who can explain how 
scheduling software works.  In this presentation, Fredric L. Plotnick is 
the scheduling expert, Hon. John M. Marshall is the presiding official, 
and Daniel D. McMillan and Jeff Kirzner, partners at Jones Day, are the 
lawyers, and we have two surprise fact witnesses.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
John:  Please be seated – Opening Remarks
John:  Fred, would you explain today’s problem to the audience?
Fred:  …




The Problem
• Change Order Charlie (“COC”) is building a subway tunnel for owner 

Redtape Metro System ("Redtape").  Shortly after winning the job, 
COC submitted the proposed design of its tunnel digging machines or 
tunnel boring machines ("TBMs") to Redtape for approval.  The 
worrywarts at Redtape were nervous about the proposed TBM design 
and rejected several of COC's submissions while making numerous 
suggestions for improvements.  

• What should have been a three week submittal process took three 
months before approval was given.  COC put its TBM manufacturer on 
an accelerated schedule to try to make up the lost time.   However, 
accelerating the work caused manufacturing problems and mistakes 
in the as-built tolerances of the TBMs.  

• Although COC managed to get the TBMs delivered to the project close 
to the scheduled time, the on-site assembly took months more than 
expected because of fit-up problems and manufacturing defects.  

• Tunneling started three months late and the overall project completion 
was six months late.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Fred:


… but there are always two sides to every dispute.  Jeff, would you present the Owner’s side of the story?



The Problem
• The Approved Baseline Schedule ("ABS") did not identify TBM 

submittal or approval as a scheduled activity.  The contract 
specifications required COC to put all critical path activities on its 
ABS.  Nonetheless, there is no dispute that the TBM approval took 
months longer than COC anticipated.  

• COC also submitted monthly schedule updates during the project, as 
was required by the contract.  None of these updates identified the 
problems with the TBM approval or TBM manufacturing as causing a 
critical path delay.  

• The contract specifications required that COC's monthly updates to 
describe the cause and amount of any critical path delay.  COC was 
optimistic that its acceleration of TBM manufacturing would make up 
for lost time and did not want to alarm Redtape by forecasting a 
project delay.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Jeff



The Problem
• While the TBM on-site assembly took longer than scheduled, COC 

explains that the assembly was not a critical path delay because 
Redtape was chemically grouting the tunnel start up area and that the 
grouting was not completed until a few days before tunneling started.  
A “chicken or the egg” debate has ensued.  COC says it could have 
completed its TBM assembly to be prepared for the originally 
scheduled mining date but had no need to because Redtape was 
dragging its feet on the grouting.  Redtape contends, however, that it 
was COC's TBM assembly that delayed the work and chemical 
grouting would not have been directed absent the pre-existing delay 
caused by COC.
The contractor also claims that the three month tunneling delay 
multiplied into a six month project completion delay because the 
contractor had to work with reduced shaft and staging area access in 
the last few months of the final tunnel concrete work. 
The scheduling expert is asked for his opinion on the scheduling 
issues.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Jeff


… and now Dan and his pet mouthpiece (sorry your Honor, I mean “expert”) Fred will discuss the Courtroom Exhibits that may be used



The Problem
• While the TBM on-site assembly took longer than scheduled, COC 

explains that the assembly was not a critical path delay because 
Redtape was chemically grouting the tunnel start up area and that the 
grouting was not completed until a few days before tunneling started.  
A “chicken or the egg” debate has ensued.  COC says it could have 
completed its TBM assembly to be prepared for the originally 
scheduled mining date but had no need to because Redtape was 
dragging its feet on the grouting.  Redtape contends, however, that it 
was COC's TBM assembly that delayed the work and chemical 
grouting would not have been directed absent the pre-existing delay 
caused by COC.

• The contractor also claims that the three month tunneling delay 
multiplied into a six month project completion delay because the 
contractor had to work with reduced shaft and staging area access in 
the last few months of the final tunnel concrete work.

• The scheduling expert is asked for his opinion on the scheduling 
issues.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Dan and Fred


… and now Fred will discuss the Courtroom Exhibits that may be used



The Problem

132d       108d

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Fred  -- PREVIEW OF ALL EXHIBITS
Transferring the stated problem to a CPM logic format, we note that the initial critical path is entirely in the field.  The fabrication of the Tunnel Boring Machine initially had 7 weeks of float. 



Presenter
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By Fred
The specification provides that the contractor has the responsibility for constructing the tunnel including all risks associated with the period between boring, setting the sleeve and pouring of tunnel concrete.  For obvious reasons, COC desires to bore as small a hole as possible to match the flat oval shape of the final tunnel.  However, Redtape is concerned that the arch of COC’s design is too great and fears collapse, especially after experiencing a small earthquake early during the project.  Even after the protracted delays during the TBM’s design, the manufactured machine is deemed too flat, too out-of-round, to Redtape’s liking.



1 2

3 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Fred

Therefore after delivery to the site, a lengthy process of final fit-up occurs continuing through mid-December.  But as Redtape continues to grout the area as further insurance against a collapse, COC continues to tweak its TBM all the way through to the end of January.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Fred

The update narrative of 30DEC94 highlights the areas of delay claimed by COC.  These are all issues that are politically correct – no fault need be placed for issues of weather and necessary remediation after the earthquake. But nobody wants to talk about the lengthy delays relating to the TBM and questioning the competence of the engineers of Redtape or the TBM fabricator.  And Redtape has made it clear that it will not process progress payments if it does not “approve” the update and its narrative.

But must we end up in court?  Maybe there is a better way that the project scheduler can assist the parties to resolve their differences 
YOUR HONOR…



Voir Dire
Is the “Expert” competent to testify?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By John
Text by Judge John
Discuss rules of Voir Dire, the Frye standard of NC and Daubert standard of many states (California where our problem lies) and federal venues
Do not need to have multiple diplomas. Consider Shorty ...





Speak to the Judge and Jury
• “Explain what is a ‘CPM’ analysis?”
• “What to you mean by ‘Float?’”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Dan - Voir Dire of Fred - from CV  for credentials - separate pages
- Dan should discuss importance of “language” – avoid jargon, etc.
- Dan will introduce Fred – swear him in, etc. – continue voir dire to a point to include Fred’s credentials and previous court appearances
 -- Dan will ask the Court if this is enough  -- Jeff will object and suggest enough for Frye but not Daubert
 -- John will rule but allow Dan to continue Voir Dire .. John will address audience on import of this exchange and ruling

-Dan continues asking Fred for some basic definitions such as “what is CPM?”
 -- Fred will opine “the critical path method used to distinguish those activities on the critical path from those which have float”
 -- John may ask Jim to explain what Fred is jargoning about
- Dan continues to Voir Dire about whether the CPM analysis by Fred is recognized and peer reviewed – and error rate, etc.
 -- At the end of the slide Dan will ask the Court again if this is enough?
-Dan may continue to ask Fred if he prepared the original CPM (NO) and whether it is a good plan (YES)
 -- Fred will continue with the general flow of the plan




Explain in ‘every day’ terms

?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Jeff for Cross on Voir Dire
My job is to make you look stupid – or biased – or pompous – or just plain bad

Shield experience
Ever designed a shield? – NO 
Ever assembled a shield? – NO – and my cardiologist has never had a heart attack
Jeff (aside) - good! I have Fred getting snide and argumentative - which means I can take him apart later
Chemical grouting
Ever performed chemical grouting? – NO �undergrad degree in Soils, post MSCE additional 36 credits incl 12cr Engr Geology�but, as noted a few moments ago, not germane to ability to perform delay analysis

The proffered CPM schedule exhibit appears rather simplistic - Did your paymaster Change Order Charley really have a plan or did he just stumble through the job, putting out fires, working wherever he felt he could bill Redtape County for an extra?




Decision Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text by Judge Marshall
PERHAPS A GOOD TIME FOR THE BREAK IN OUR DOUBLE SESSION
Note - we should be about 30 minutes in by this point - leaving 45 minutes for remainder



Direct Examination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text by Dan
Purpose of Direct Examination – Importance to follow attorney’s lead




Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Dan & Fred

C:  Total Project Delay of 6 months 
F:  That would be 128 work days or 179 calendar days 
ASIDE BY Dan – Did this add info to jury?  Pompous?  Try Again.
F:  YES

Please tell us about Delays Caused by Owner
Delay in review of submittal (3 months). – Nervous Nelly – no right to interfere 
<OBJECTION> 
Ruling by John



Cereal Delay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Dan & Fred

Manufacturing defects caused by accelerated manufacturing due to owner delay.  This was a classic SERIAL DELAY – blaming others for delay while your Ball-In-Court.
Dan – and what does the jury think is a cereal delay?  TRY AGAIN FRED

John may ask Jim to explain what Fred is jargoning about




Serial Delay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Dan & Fred
F:  As a result of being rushed by the late approval, some manufacturing defects occurred during the accelerated manufacturing process.  In our industry this is called a serial S-E-R-I-A-L delay. This process is much like a relay race where the delays of the first runner may put the next runner in a poor position and prevent the second runner from getting his or her peak performance.



The Problem

132d       108d

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Dan & Fred

(c)  Assembly delay caused by manufacturing defects.�BUT Note total estimated duration FAB + ASSEMBLY = 304 vs 307 actual



Presenter
Presentation Notes
by Dan & Fred

Chemical grouting directed by owner delayed start-up even in the absence of manufacturing defects. – Nervous Nelly 



The Problem

132d       108d

Presenter
Presentation Notes
by Dan & Fred.

Loss of access:  Three months of delay. – another SERIAL delay�Roughly 50% loss of productivity during post 10/31/96 period – note 132 days before 10/31/96 plus ½ of the 108 days after = 186 days vs 176 of original plan 



Delay Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
by Dan & Fred

L/Ds for Critical Path delays. – not supported by facts or by law – contractor is due extended OH�SEE SLIDE #15 – claimed entitlement to relief from L/D’s for �78d + (71d-44d) + (240d-176d) = 169d (to 8/25/97) = 237 calendar days�extended OH limited to actual delay (not entitlements) = 7/27/97 = 128d = 179 c.d

My analysis determined that COC was able to, and did, work around the numerous delays caused by earthquake remediation, at its own cost, since Redtape refused to provide the requested extension of time or pay for acceleration,
But that after COC’s heroic effort to get the tunnel head excavation complete on time and to get the TBM fabricated and erected in the field in a timely manner notwithstanding a five month delay in TBM design approval, the continued delays while Redtape chose to chemically grout the area – adding suspenders to the oversized belt already demanded, resulted in a 179 calendar day – or six month delay to the project.




Cross-Examination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text by Jeff
Purpose of Cross Examination – Importance to not get rattled
(This is a course to prepare “experts” to withstand cross!)



Setup #1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeff & Fred
Q:	I assume you reviewed the contract specifications regarding scheduling. Y
Q:	Specifications required contractor to prepare certain types of schedule submissions. Y
OBJECTION: Calls for opinion.  The contract specifications speak for themselves.�<aside> because of teaching law and citation in law text, two courts have recently found me competent to interpret spec – but most courts will prohibit 
Q:	Specifications required contractor to prepare a baseline schedule which when approved became the ABS. Y
Q:	Specifications required contractor to prepare a final as built schedule for submission to the owner. Y
Q:	Specifications required contractor to prepare monthly schedule updates for submission to the owner. Y
Q:	It is customary for project specifications to require a contractor to prepare a baseline schedule, monthly updates and an as built schedule. Y
Q:	COC should have understood that these schedule submissions were an important part of its work. Y
Q:	What is the purpose in your experience of the baseline schedule. �Primarily to assist contractor to accomplish its contractual obligations.  Secondarily to assure owner that contractor has a viable plan of operations and to track progress against such plan
Q:	The baseline schedule is required to identify the schedule for the critical path activities. Y
Q:	What is a critical path activity.�An activity having zero float <WRONG – TRY AGAIN>�An activity that is part of the sequence or chain of activities, starting from the beginning of the project to the very end, where each activity must be started as soon as the previous activity has been completed, in order that the project be completed as soon as possible.



Setup #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q:	Why is it important for the baseline schedule to identify the critical path activities?�While most activities on a project can be performed today or tomorrow or the next day without any impact to completing the project on time, these are the activities that must be performed as soon as they can.
Q:	Certain critical path activities are necessary predecessors to other critical path activities. Y
Q:	In a tunnel project, the ground must be excavated before the final concrete liner can be poured. Y
Q:	In fact, tunnel excavation was a critical path predecessor activity to the tunnel concreting work on COC's ABS. Y
Q:	Before the tunnel can be excavated, the contractor must have the tunnel boring machine built and assembled at the project site. Y
Q:	Can't excavate the tunnel without the tunnel boring machine. Y
Q:	The construction and assembly of the TBM is logically a predecessor critical path activity to tunnel excavation. Y
Q:	In addition to testifying as an expert witness, you also prepare schedules for contractors on active construction projects. Y
Q:	What percentage of your work is done preparing schedules for contractors on active construction projects.�Between 40% and 80% depending upon the flow of work coming in
Q:	Do you have a standard practice in going about the preparation of the baseline schedule. Y �Discussed in this morning’s session – if missed it is on the CD provided by Primavera
Q:	You review the project specifications, meet with the contractor, visit the site. Y�I do not always visit the site – even if I fly to the site we usually work out of the field office
Q:	You try to identify all of the different construction activities that would need to identified as critical path activities on the baseline schedule. Y
Q:	You must exercise great care and attention to detail in preparing the baseline schedule. Y
Q:	The critical path activities are like links in a chain that span the project from beginning to completion. Y
Q:	You need all of the links in a chain for it to work. Y
Q:	You need all of the critical path activities to be identified to have a working CPM schedule. Y
Q:	The failure to identify all of the critical path activities could have serious and adverse consequences for the project. Y
Q:	The owner relies on the contractor to identify all of the critical path activities in the baseline schedule. Y




Hammer #1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q:	This exhibit is one of the contractor's monthly schedule updates for this project isn't it? Y
Q:	You reviewed this along with the other monthly updates in preparing your opinions for this case? Y
Q:	Did you notice anything about this monthly update that failed to comply with the project specifications? N
Q:	How carefully did you look at it? Enough to ascertain the pertinent information relating to this dispute?
Q:	One of your opinions is that the owner delayed approval of COC's tunnel boring machine design for three months. Y
Q:	You agree that the machine couldn't be built until its design was approved. Y
Q:	COC's claim in this case is that the three month delay in approving the TBM contributed to a critical path delay in the start of tunneling. Y
Q:	This monthly schedule update was issued before tunneling started. Y
Q:	It lists several alleged project delays. Y
Q:	Identify for me the project delays listed on COC's monthly update. See SLIDE #35.  
Q:	It does not list anywhere any alleged delay for the TBM approval isn't that correct? Y
Q:	COC went to great trouble to identify the delays at this time , listing various alleged delays, and failed to even mention any delay in TBM approval, isn't that correct? Yes BUT …
<THAT’S ENOUGH – THANK YOU>



Hammer #2

132d       108d

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q:	Now, let's look at the bar chart schedule that you prepared. See SLIDE #38
Q:	At the bottom of the chart, the last 3 activities are 100, 200, and 300. Y
Q:	100 is TBM design submittal, 200 is TBM design approval, and 300 is TBM shop fabrication. Y
Q:	You have these on your schedule because these became critical path activities. 
Q:	Why is TBM design submittal a critical path activity?
Q:	Why did TBM design approval become a critical path activity?
Because the Nervous Nelly owner, Redtape’s … <OBJECTION>�Because the owner took not only the 20 days provided for such review in the contract, plus the seven weeks float reserved for serious and substantial questions of design and also for any glitches that may occur during erection, but 107 days to approve a design where the contractor bore all risk … <OBJECTION>
Q:	<ASIDE> - that is why attorneys on cross will rarely ask “WHY” questions and let the witness run at the mouth.
Q.	And the TBM fabrication then become a critical path activity? Y
Q:	Now this chart is the one you prepared specifically to explain your opinions in this case. Y
Q:	You have also reviewed COC's actual baseline schedule, the one that COC actually supplied to the owner during construction. Y
Q:	In fact, in COC's actual baseline schedule, there are no activities numbered 100, 200 and 300. Y
Q:	There are no activities under any activity number for TBM design submittal, TBM design approval, or TBM shop fabrication. Y 
Q:	You made up these activity numbers and descriptions in the schedule you prepared for this case. Y
Q:	 The actual ABS does not show the TBM submittal, approval or fabrication as a critical path activity. Y
Q:	But each of those activities BECAME in fact a critical path activity according to your analysis. Y
Q:	You would never know that from reading COC's actual baseline schedule in this case would you. �You would if you would look at the language in item … �<OBJECTION – INSTRUCT WITNESS TO ANSWER THE QUESTION>�No



Response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q:	You would never know that from reading COC's actual baseline schedule in this case would you. �You would if you would look at the language in item … �<OBJECTION – INSTRUCT WITNESS TO ANSWER THE QUESTION>�No


Critical Path always begins at Data Date – 12/30/96 – and see item #3

also see item #6 … CUTOFF BY Jeff
{SEE SLIDE #47 – “Our report says exactly what you demand it say.” }




Setup & Hammer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
by Jeff & Fred

Manufacturing defects and assembly delays.
Due to contractor/manufacturer incompetence. 




1 2

3 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Jeff & Fred



Response

260+44=304

236+71=307

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Fred

F:  NOT competent to answer – JURY Question
also again note 107 vs 103 days total 
and “no need to hurry” during grouting operations




Setup & Hammer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
by Jeff & Fred

Note that I am letting Fred get a little chatty by now – it may be for a reason

Grouting delay.
Owner would not have done grouting if contractor was ready to commence excavation




Response

What we have here
is a failure to communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Fred

F:  “What we have here is a failure to communicate”

L:  --
Dr. Plotnick – who do you believe is supposed to know more about construction – the contractor or the owner?
Who do you believe is supposed to know more about scheduling – the contractor or the owner?
Who do you believe is supposed to know more about the coordination of activities – both field and fabrication – the contractor or the owner?
Is it not the obligation of the contractor and it scheduler to properly communicate this information to the owner?




Re-Direct 
Examination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro by John – Well Jeff certainly has our “expert” on the ropes
Let’s see if Dan can revive Fred

Text by Dan
Purpose of Re-Direct is to …



Response
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DELAY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
by Dan & Fred

Waiver by failure to identify on monthly update.
No prejudice to owner:  Owner knew of delay. - YES
Does not change the fact of delay. – YES
Not unusual to have these sort of things missed during the course of a busy project.




Response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Fred
Please see detail of Exhibit 4 

>>next slide



Response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Fred

The owner is told in plain English what is the critical path going forward
It does not require too much common sense to know that release of design for this critical fabrication should not be delayed.



Response to ABS Inadequacy Question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
by Dan & Fred
Inadequacy of ABS
No prejudice to Owner:  Owner knows submittal is a critical path activity (i.e., cannot start tunneling). 
F:  note Owner on notice TBM assembly on critical path – SEE Item #3

Does not change fact of delay. – CORRECT

Dan:-
Not unusual to have these sort of things missed during the course of a busy project.  You wanted to expand upon your answer to the adequacy of the As-Built Schedule

FRED:
What was the Critical Path may be disputed by the parties 
and is a politically sensitive topic
Item #5 of the report indicates the contractors claims of the As-Built path




Entitlement v Mitigation by AccelerationEntitlement v Mitigation by Acceleration

132d       108d

Response to ABS Inadequacy Question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
by Dan & Fred

FRED:-
However, the claimed delays to date are noted to have been mitigated by acceleration 
Acceptance of these claims of delay (and acceleration) are OPEN ITEMS
Thus what was the As-Built Critical Path is a matter of opinion and not calculation
The update of 12/30/96 indicates the initial As-Planned Schedule and�the Actual As-Built-To-Date Schedule but not�the contractor’s claimed entitlement schedule (78 days)



Response to ABS Inadequacy Question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
by Dan & Fred

The update of 12/30/96 claims delays to date are due to the Owner 
BUT note that the claims of delay do not impugn the engineer who will be reviewing pay reqs of the contractor
The update – required for progress payment – must be politically correct

COMMENT UPON THIS PROBLEM OF REPORTING BY John 

COMMENT UPON THIS PROBLEM OF REPORTING BY Dan

COMMENT UPON THIS PROBLEM OF REPORTING BY Jeff





Fact Witness for the Contractor 
Project Manager / Superintendent

“These tunnels will play a vital role in strengthening the regional 
transit capabilities," Gray said late Tuesday. "We are proud to 
continue our strong working relationship with Redtape Metro on 
the Shaky Ground Transit Tunnel Connector Project..”

• P.M. will politely tell the Court how Redtape
“assisted” the design

• Cross examining attorney will attempt to have P.M. 
lose his cool 

• P.M. will politely tell the Court how Redtape delayed 
his progress. 

• P.M. will complain he could see no reason for the 
chemical grouting

• P.M. will explain he could gauge Redtape progress 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
John discusses difference between expert and fact witness
John calls Chris (the P.M.) to the stand - swears in 
Dan will lead Chris to politely tell the Court how Redtape “assisted” the design
Cross examining attorney Jeff will attempt to have Chris lose his cool
John will note such outbursts are not appreciated by the Bench - nor by a jury




Fact Witness for the Owner 
The Resident Engineer

• R.E. will politely tell the Court how and why Charlie risked catastrophe 
• R.E. will explain why the need for chemical grouting
• R.E. will explain he could gauge Charlie’s progress and saw no reason 

to suspend grouting while TCM continued to be fiddled with
• Cross examining attorney will have R.E. discuss his extensive 

education and experience in earthquake engineering, tunnel boring 
machines and chemical grouting,
and perhaps his daughter’s homework assignments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
John calls Tim, the Resident Engineer to the stand - swears in
Dan will lead Tim to politely tell the Court how Change Order Charley willing to risk catastrophe with hopes to then use to support change orders
Dangerous to bore hole wider than tall due to lack of supporting geo-arch.
Dangerous to bore hole in untreated soils especially after experience of small earthquake
Cross examining attorney Jeff will have Tim discuss his extensive education and experience in earthquake engineering and chemical grouting




Decision Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text by Judge John
Poll the audience - Ask effectiveness of Fred, Chris, Tim
Thank Dan and Jeff,
Return mic to Fred



Summary of Expert Appearance
• Be prepared - know the project - know the schedule
• Teach the factfinder how you arrived at your conclusions
• It’s a small world -- Play from only one set of rules
• Expect attacks on your credentials and credibility

• Don’t take personally -- let your client’s lawyer handle
• Anticipate attacks on your assumptions and

• Determine in advance alternative analysis for such scenario
• Don’t take yourself too seriously

• Everybody’s an expert at something -- this is your turn

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text by Fred Plotnick



Questions?

• Fredric L. Plotnick, Ph.D., P.E., Esq.
• fplotnick@fplotnick.com
• 215-885-3733

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fred as Moderator

mailto:fplotnick@fplotnick.com
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